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Abstract: Sincce the fiscal pollicy is able to change
c
the ‘conntent’
of the real ecoonomy includinng the increase in fiscal pressuure –
in order, in thhe short term anyway,
a
to risee the fiscal inccomes
‘fuelling’ the state budget –, we found it really impoortant
t price this financial
f
strateegy comes with. For
investigating the
this, we compuuted the efficienncy (or deadweeight) loss of thhe tax
using geomeetry as a helping
h
tool of our algebraic
computations. It resulted the size of this losss is a matter, firstly,
fi
not of fiscall theory, but of the frequuency of presssure’
application, and,
a
secondly,, of prices’ fluctuation:
f
it will
determine, thrrough the demand and supply elasticity,
e
the size of
both the fiscall revenues and the
t fiscal lossess.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
p
The stimuulus given to a real economy by the fiscal policy
(Mishkin, 20004), when the latter
l
amplifiess the ‘area’ and the
‘depth’ of thee total fiscal deebt acts as a deeterrent not onlly for
economic groowth (generallly speaking), but even forr the
effectiveness of
o fiscal policy itself.
This effect, known as effficiency/deadweeight loss of thee tax,
can be measurred: as such, thhe formulae useed for this mustt take
into account the influencee of demand, respective suupply
elasticity oveer the real ecconomy, sincee those elasticities
practically materialize
m
thhe (increased)) fiscal presssure,
modifying, coonsequently, thee real economyy (Lipsey&Chryystal,
1999).
In this paaper, we emplloyed the methhod of treatingg the
efficiency losss of the tax, and, in a certain
c
degree, the
elasticities theemselves as ‘fuunctions’ of price, e.g. of the price
paid by the coonsumers and reeceived by the producers
p
whennever
a certain prodduct is sold – and bought –,, using a geom
metric
framework forr the economic dynamics we are
a quantifying.
What remaains to be reseaarched, in the future,
fu
is the sizze, on
one side, of a given elastiicity for whichh this loss is at a
d
minimum, andd, on the other side, of the peeriod of time during
which a givenn dimension off the efficiencyy/deadweight looss of
the tax is not bearable.
b

2. AGGREG
GATE DEMA
AND AND AG
GGREGATE
E
SUPPLY
The elasticcity of both demand and suppply relative too the
price, when a tax having a significant impact
i
on thee real
economy is introduced,
i
reppresent nothingg less than a lever
‘linking’ that tax
t with the futture dynamics of the real econnomy
(McConnell ett al., 2003), asssuring its functtionality in the short
and long termss.
From the perspective
p
of the
t aggregate demand,
d
the staarting
point of the analysis is the
t
following: we can connsider
aggregate dem
mand is, in esssence, inelasticc, on both the short
term and the long one. In fact, as regardds certain prodducts,
demand, evenn aggregate demand, is, at leeast on short term,
inelastic whenn the price is onn the rise (Schilller, 2003).

But,
B also in praactice, the aggreegate demand of
o certain goodss
(e.g.. bread – in Rom
mania), in the loong term, is surrely elastic.
As
A such, the assumed constantt rise of the fin
nancial effort off
taxp
payers for payinng the fiscal ddebt is under no
o circumstancee
coup
pled with, as coomplement of, tthe continual riise, and at leastt
in th
he same proporrtion, of the siize of the taxpaayers’ incomess
(e.g.. wages), as a response
r
to the (general) surge of the prices..
Therrefore, the connclusion is evven if a certaain product is,,
pracctically, indispensable to the coonsumer (that is, the buyer), iff
its price
p
is on the rise in the long term the deman
nd will becomee
elasttic; for all the products
p
(of thee real economy)), the aggregatee
dem
mand is a fortiorri elastic, in thee long term (Maddala&Miller,,
1989
9).
The
T elasticity of
o the aggregatee supply is likeewise importantt
heree. First of all, thhis latter elasticity cannot be conceived, thee
(gen
neral) level of prices
p
being raissed by the fiscaal policy or not,,
but in
i an environm
ment of increasinng prices. And yet, the rise off
the aggregate
a
demaand, and of the pproduction capacity cannot bee
realiised over nighht, so that agggregate supplly is, in suchh
cond
ditions, in the short
s
term, inellastic: larger profits are surelyy
wan
nted, but – withoout expanding pproduction – un
nreachable.
In
I the long term
m, the aggregatee supply is inex
xtricably linkedd
with
h the aggregate demand. And, even if it can be
b assumed thee
aggrregate demand is, in the long term, even ineelastic (with farr
moree probability, that it is at least ‘a littlee’ elastic), thee
conssumers will buyy (practically) as much as beffore the rise off
the price level, orr, more likely, almost as mu
uch, respectivee
subsstantially less after
a
the pricess soared, while the firms willl
prod
duce an equal, or,
o more likely, slightly smalleer quantity thann
the quantity
q
obtainned, and sold, bbefore the intro
oduction/rise off
the tax,
t respective substantially
s
lesss after the pricces soared.
The
T arguments which prove ccorrect that, in the long term,,
the aggregate
a
demaand is elastic w
were exposed th
heretofore. But,,
even
n if, in extremiss, this statementt would be falsee, it is clear thee
aggrregate supply iss itself, in the loong term, elasticc.
In
I our analysis, quantifying thhe size of the incomes
i
of thee
taxp
payers after the tax is needed: and also to em
mphasize a new
w
fiscaal pressure deteermines a drop iin the aggregatee output, and off
the equilibrium (quantitative)
(
llevel of the real economyy
olsbee, 1997), both the agggregate deman
nd and supplyy
(Goo
leav
ving their mark in
i the process.

3. THE
T
PRICE – LINK BET
TWEEN THE
E REAL
ECO
ONOMY AN
ND THE FISC
CAL POLICY
Y
The
T
sum paid that accountss for the tax is quantifiablee
startting from the observation thhe efficiency lo
oss of the taxx
presumes a drop inn the aggregate output, on one side – the sizee
of its initial level iss larger than aftter the introducttion/increase off
a tax
x –, and the risee of the (generaal) level of pricees, on the otherr
side.
Both
B
producerss and consumerrs will bear, priice-based, theirr
sharre of the total fiscal
f
debt, forccefully imposed
d (on the latter,,
e.g. with V.A.T.) or not, income taaxation being direct
d
(when thee
pricees will surely rise)
r
or indirectt – if, like todaay, in addition,,
the consumer
c
bear the brunt of thhe fiscal debt. In
I other words,,

charging/paying those prices acquits, in the market economy,
the fiscal debt, by the means of the real economy itself (Romer,
1996), which yields to the Treasury what can be named the net
price paid by consumers.
The price paid by the consumers can be named demand
enforced price (PD): from the unit price they pay, as tax, a share
of that price – labelled ΔPD –, with which the firms raise the
price, to the respective government authorities (McConnell et
al., 2003). The price paid by the producers can be labelled
supply enforced price (PS): less than the (nominal) value of the
unit price can be used by them, giving the deduction from it of
the sum charged by the fiscal authorities – labelled ΔPS. Thus,
the unit value of the newly imposed tax is equal with:
Tax = PD − PS = (P + ΔPD ) − (P − ΔPS ) = ΔPD + ΔPS (1)
For the aim of the quantification of the paid tax, the size of
this index (TaxT) can be computed using the following simple
formula (Ξ stands for output, and Ξ1 is the value of the output
produced after the introduction, or the rise, of the tax/taxes):
(2)
TaxT = Ξ1× ΔPD + Ξ 1× ΔPS = Ξ 1× (ΔPD + ΔPS)
Since a share of the tax is paid by the consumers and the
other part of the tax is paid by the producers, the sum
computed as financing the budget this way is the sum of those
two payments: geometrically, the area composed by adding the
two rectangles (from the graph below).

4. EFFICIENCY LOSS OF THE TAX –
QUANTIFICATION
In order to quantify, further on, the efficiency loss of a tax
we need to compute the value of the above mentioned
deadweight loss (of the real economy too), for which we use the
following graph:
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Similarly, the elasticity of supply is computed like this:
ΔΞ P
⎧
⎪ΔPD = η ⋅ Ξ
ΔΞ P
⎪
D
(6)
⋅ ⇒⎨
ηS =
ΔΞ
P
ΔPS Ξ
⎪ ΔP =
⋅
⎪⎩ S ηS Ξ
It is known that Tax = ΔPD + ΔPS . It can be, thus, quantified
the value of the efficiency/deadweight loss of the tax depending
on the elasticities of demand and supply (relative to the price):
ΔΞ P ΔΞ P P ⋅ ΔΞ ⋅ (η D + ηS )
⋅ +
⋅ =
(7)
Tax = ΔPD + ΔPS =
η D Ξ ηS Ξ
η D ⋅ ηS ⋅ Ξ
⇒ ΔΞ =

Tax ⋅ Ξ ⋅ηD ⋅ηS
P ⋅ (η D + ηS )

(8)

5. CONCLUSIONS
The main mathematical conclusion is that the
efficiency/deadweight loss of the tax can be quantified in the
following manner:
1 T ⋅ Ξ η ⋅η
Lotax = ⋅ ax ⋅ D S ⋅ Tax
(9)
2
P
η D + ηS
2

1 Tax ⋅ Ξ ηD ⋅ηS
⋅
⋅
(10)
η D + ηS
2
P
The second conclusion is an economic principle that can be
labelled “focus on the number”: the loss quantified here grows
one more time whenever the fiscal authorities decide to
increase the fiscal pressure again.
From this point of view, it must be noticed the direct
taxation is far more ‘harmless’ to the real economy than the
indirect taxation is, given the current fiscal behaviour of raising
more often the level of VAT or excises than that of direct taxes.
⇔ Lotax =

ΔPS (-)
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Fig. 1. The deadweight loss of the real economy due to the tax
To quantify the area of these two triangles we use, as basis
of our calculations, the formula used for quantifying the area of
a triangle: (base × height) ÷2. The base of the two triangles is
equal with ΔΞ; the height is equal with ΔPD, respective ΔPS.
From this, the value of the deadweight loss of the tax (denoted
here as Lotax) is obtained using the following formula:
ΔΞ ⋅ ΔPS ΔΞ ⋅ ΔPD ΔΞ ⋅ ( ΔPS + ΔPD )
Lotax =
+
=
(3)
2
2
2

⇒ Lotax =

ΔΞ ⋅ Tax

(4)
2
The elasticities of demand, respective supply are required
for computing the size of the variation in the demand/supply
enforced prices (ΔPD and ΔPS); once inserted in the equation
Lotax can be quantified, these, of course, being not identical. As
a result, firstly, we quantified the size of elasticity of demand,
using the well known variables:
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